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When the needles are retracted in order to 
engage and draw stitches of the knittin 
yarm, the Sinker Wale yarn will be engage 
and held by the Outer end 2 of the transfer 
oint, and the latter may retain its position 
Or one or more courses of the kmitting, de 
ending upon the number ' of sinker wale 
oops to be included in the*': transfer. The 
transfer' point is then projected so as to bring 
its inclined member 8 into action upon the 
loop Or loops hanging upon the end 2 aS 
shown at ?p° in Fig. 8, thereby causing a lat 
eral displacement of Such loop or loops, as 
well as a slight outWard displacement due to 
the action of the shoulder 4. This brings 
the loop Or loops into_the plane of the ad 
joining needle ac and all that is necessary to 
complete the transfer is to project said needle 
into the loOp or loops and then retract, the 
transfer point as shown at ?J/* in Fig. 3, So as 
to cast said loop Or loops onto, the needle. 
Before the needle is thus projected however, a backing yarn guide ?/ lays the backing yarn 
d behind the needles ? and under the transfer' 
point, this operation preferably taking_place 
before the transfer poinj has been projected 
so as to deflect the loop Or, loops hanging upon 
it. As a conSequence of this operation the 
said backing yarn will be laid behind the 
stitches upon the needleS and in front of the 
loop or loopS_upon the transfer point, and 
hence will be bound into or interlaced with 
the fabric when the needle engages said loop 
or loops, and then draws a stitch through the 
S8a,II169 ~ 

In producing a fabric of the character 
shown in Rig. 2 the transfer point acts upon a 
needle wale, as shown in Fig. 4, so as to dis 
tend the stjtéh upon one needle until the.ad joining_neédle can enter the Same, the stitch 
being then cast from the transfer point onto 
said receiwing needle. In this case the nee 
dles from'which the stitches are to be trans 
ferred should be prQwided with offsets, shoul 
ders, or the like, whereby an abnormal pro 
jection of the needle Will SO_locate the stitch 
upon it that the, Outer end of the transfer 
point can readily enter the same, as shown 
for instance at ?p*, in Fig. '4. One form of 
needle available for the purpose is that. 
shown in Fig.6, said needle hawing an out 
Wardly extending loop ? for the entrance of 
the transfer point, which engages the stitch 
hanging upon the upper member of said loop. 
In this case, the needle should be withdrawn 
after the loop has been engaged by the trans 
fer point, in order tQ permit of the laying of 
the backing yarh behind the needles and be 
low the transfer point, as shown at ?t/* ̀ in 
Fig., 4, slight shogging mOwement of either 
needle or point being effected in order to 
prevent engagement of the outer^end of the 
Oint with the loop ?) of the needle when the 
atter is retracted, Or the needle or point 
Springing laterally Out of the way, as a result; · 
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of Such contact. A needle having a stem at 
am angle to itS Shank, Such as shown in my 
Izetters Patent, No. 837,763 (lated Oct. 30, 
1906, may be used, and in su('lh case the trans 
for (of the stitch may be effected by a shog 
ging Of the needle itself, and without the use 
of a Special transfer point, the needle being 
first, raised high enough to permit of the in 
troduction of the backing yarn behind the 
standing wale stitches and in front of the 
stitch which is to be transferred. The loop 
ing of the backing yarn may be effected by 
sinkers or loopers disposed in any desired re 
lation to the transfer point, One arrange 
| ment of such loopers being shown at & in 
Fig. 8. 

I am awar^ {h at ?" tO my invention fill ing_strands of rubber have been combined 
with kmitted webs, by laying them between 
needle wale stitches and transferred simker 
wale loops, but Such transfer have been ef 
fected in ewery Sinker Wale and every course. 
The introduced strands therefore were not 
exposed on either face of the fabric, and 
were not, Suseeptible of forming a fleeced 
back thereon, nor did the transferred loops 
form, in the face web, eyelet holes of the 
character which I have shown and described, 
there being no plain courses in the sinker 
wales between the courses in which the trans 
fers were effected and no needle wales bo 
tween the Sinker Wales in which , the trans 
fers were made. 
One of the advantages of my invention is 

the facility which it affords for the produc 
tion of webs hawing a back composed of limen 
yarn which material is preferred in many 
cases where the web is to be used for the 
making of undergarments. 
Owing to the relatively harsh and unyield 

ing character of such linen yarn, it does not 
lend itself readily to the formation of a 
kmitted web_upon an Ordinary kmitting Ima 
chine, especially when the latter is of fine 
gage. 
A kmitted web such as that constituting 

my invention can, however, becomposed of 
cottom or other soft yarn with a backing yarn 
of linen, which, owing to the fact that, it does 
not have to be drawn into stitches by the 
needles of the machine, can be as heavy as 
may be desired. 

I claim :- 
1. A_kmitted web having a backing yarn 

exposed acroSS one or more needle wales on 
one.face of the web, and secured to said web 
by loops transferred from one wale to an 
other. 

2. Akmitted web having a backing yarn 
exposed in the form of loops on one face of 
the Same, and Secured to said web by loops 
transferred from one w:ale to another. 

8. A knitted web hawing eyelet holes 
therein, and a backing yarn exposed on the 
back of the web, and crosSing said eyelet 
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holes, whereby, at such eyelet holes it is also 
exposed on the otherface of the web. '• 

4. 'Akmitted || web hawing a backing yarn 
exposed acrOSS. One or more needle "wales. On . 
one face of the web, and secured to.$}id web 
by loops transferred from One wale, to an 
other and forming eyelet holes in said: 'web. 

5. A kmitted web having a backing yarn ? 
Secured thereto by engagement with'sinker 
wale loops transferred to an adjoining needle 
Wale or wales, said backing, yarn being ex-' 
posed on the back of the web. :^. · ? · 

6. . A kmitted yweb having eyelet * holes 
formed therein by transfer of sinker wale 
loops to an adjoining needle " wale or wales, 
and having a backing yarn Secured thereto 
by engagement with Said transferred loops, 
said backing yarn being exposed on the back 
of the web. . · · 

7. A kmitted web · hawing eyelet holes 
formed, therein by transfer of Sinker wale 
loops of a plurality of Successive courses to 
an adjoining needle wale or wales, and hav 
ing a backing yarn Secured theretO by en 
gagement with said-- transferred, loops, said 
backing yarn being exposed. On the back of 
the web... . ? · · · ~ 

8.. A kmitted web having eyelet holes 
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| therein, and having groups of backing yarns 
| CrOSSing said eyelet holes. " " ~ 

9. A kmitted web " having eyelet holes 
formed therein by transferring Sinker wale 
loops of a Succession of courses to an adjoin 
ing needle wale or wales, andza_plurality of ? 
loops. " " . ? 

| 10. A knitted web .. having eyelet holes 
Separated from each other by one or more 
normal courses, and a backing yarn lying be 
hind the web, but crossing said eyelet holes 
and thereby exposed on the opposite face of 
the• web. · · · · · · ~ '' • 

11. A kmitted web " having eyelet holeS 

backing yarns engaged with said transferred 

Separated from each · other by one or more ' 
normal courses and one or more needle Wales, 
and a backing yarn lying behind said needle 
wales; but crossing the eyelet holes and 
thereby exposed on the face of the web. 

' In testimony whereof, I have Signed my 
· name to this specification, in the presence of 
two Subscribjng witneSSeS. ^ ~ 

~ ROBERT W. SCOTT. 
Witnesses: . ~ 

. HAMILTON ID. TURNER, 
KATE A. BEADLE. 
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